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Abstract: Abnormal information of satellite orbits inevitably appears in the broadcast ephemeris.
Failure to obtain unhealthy information on GPS satellite orbits in precise orbit determination (POD)
degrades GPS service performance. At present, the reliable unhealthy information published by
the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE) is usually used, but it has at least one-day
latency, and the current level of unhealthy information cannot fully meet the requirements of
rapid and real-time geodetic applications, especially for non-IGS (International global navigation
satellite systems (GNSS) Service) analysis centers and BeiDou navigation satellite system (BDS)
users. Furthermore, the unhealthy orbit information detected by the traditional method, which
is based on the synchronized pseudo-range residuals and regional observation network, cannot
meet the requirement of setting separate sub-arcs in POD. In view of these problems, we propose
a three-step method for determining unhealthy time periods of GPS satellite orbit in broadcast
ephemeris during POD to provide reliable unhealthy information in near-real time. This method is a
single-epoch solution, and it can detect unhealthy time periods in each sampling of observation in
theory. It was subsequently used to detect unhealthy time periods for satellites G09 and G01 based
on the 111 globally distributed tracking stations in the IGS. The performance of the new method
was evaluated using cross-validation. Based on the test results, it detected an orbital leap for G09 in
the broadcast ephemeris from 09:59:42 to 14:00:42 on 25 August 2017. Compared to the traditional
method, the unhealthy start time using the three-step method was in better agreement with the
information provided by CODE’s satellite crux files. G01 did not appear to have an orbital leap on
the specified date, but it was misjudged by the traditional method. Furthermore, compared to the
traditional method, the three-step method can perform unhealthy time period detection for a satellite
all day long. In addition, precise orbit determination for unhealthy satellites is realized successfully
with the unhealthy orbit arc information identified in this study. Compared to the CODE orbit, the
root mean square and standard deviation of the new method for G09 are less than 2 cm, and the
three-step method shows an improvement in accuracy compared with the traditional method. From
the above results, it can be seen that this study can provide a feasible approach to meet the real-time
unhealthy time period detection requirements of a satellite orbit in a broadcast ephemeris during
POD. Furthermore, compared to waiting for updates of CODE’s satellite crux files or for accumulating
delayed observation data, it has the potential to provide additional information in the process of
generating ultra-rapid/real-time orbits.
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1. Introduction

Satellite orbit determination is critical for the maintenance of global navigation satellite systems
(GNSS) service. Factors that affect its accuracy and stability have been widely researched (e.g., [1–6]).
In addition, high-precision and reliable orbit products are expected by GNSS users for various geodetic
and atmospheric applications (e.g., [7–10]). Guo et al. assessed the orbit accuracy of IGS multi-GNSS
experiment (MGEX) [11]. Kazmierski et al. also assessed multi-GNSS real-time orbit accuracy [12].
On the other hand, a priori satellite orbits, as well as the partial derivatives of orbit positions, are the
basis of precise orbit determination (POD). The broadcast ephemeris is often used to create the a priori
orbit [13], and the Bancroft algorithm is usually used to estimate the a priori orbit of newly launched
satellites [14,15]. Unfortunately, although there are many corrections and checks in the process of
generating and receiving a broadcasting ephemeris, it may still contain inaccurate information [16,17].
Besides, Earth’s non-uniform gravity, other perceptual factors, and other issues could lead to an offset
in the satellite location. Therefore, satellite maneuvers are needed to keep the satellite in the nominal
or temporary orbital position. Broadcast ephemerides, as one of the sources of predicted orbits, will
inevitably be affected by the lack of timely updates. In the case of a maneuver, separate sub-arcs are set
up for the maneuvering satellite in a multi-day solution [18]. In real-time applications, we generally
use predicted orbits, called broadcast ephemerides and ultra-rapid products. It is risky to use the
maneuvered satellite, which is undetected [19]. It is particularly important to detect unhealthy time
periods of satellite orbits, especially when the broadcast ephemeris is used as the initial orbit source in
precise orbit determination.

Satellite laser ranging can monitor Geostationary Orbit (GEO) satellite maneuvers. However,
a corresponding laser gauging system for GNSS satellites is needed [20]. Similarly, based on C-Band
pseudo-ranges, the C-Band transfer method can be used to detect satellite maneuvers. However, for
mid-earth orbit (MEO) and inclined geosynchronous orbit (IGSO) satellites, it is necessary to build
a large number of C-Band stations to achieve monitoring all day long [21]. Furthermore, satellite
maneuvers can also be detected using radar data, which provide the state of motion for space targets, but
this method is difficult to implement for GNSS satellites [22]. Satellite maneuvers can be detected in the
post mode using the broadcast ephemeris. However, the method cannot meet real-time requirements
in theory and practice; additionally, it cannot determine the specific start maneuver epoch, and the
time resolution is low [23]. Liu et al. developed a method to perform real-time anomaly detection of
BeiDou navigation satellite system (BDS) broadcast ephemeris, but this method only analyzed the
abnormal parameters of a broadcast ephemeris [24]. Huang et al. proposed methods to detect BDS
satellite orbital maneuvers in real-time mode using a single BDS receiver, and they can be used to
improve PNT services. Except for POD, these methods will be affected by the abnormal clock offset,
and the time period detected by these methods cannot be defined as the real maneuvering time period
of satellites [25,26]. Therefore, these methods cannot be fully applied to GNSS satellite POD when the
broadcasting ephemeris is used as the initial orbit source.

The global observation data and broadcast ephemeris are provided by International GNSS Service
(IGS), IGS multi-GNSS experiment, and International GNSS monitoring and assessment system.
These observation data can be fully used to monitor satellite orbit of broadcast ephemeris all day
long. Furthermore, the IGS has been developing the capability for real-time data streaming from
the ground station network for some years [27], and the condition that unhealthy time periods are
detected all day long in real-time for GPS satellite orbit by the real-time data is also gradually maturing.
Currently, the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE, http://www.aiub.unibe.ch/download/

BSWUSER52/GEN/SAT_yyyy.CRX, where yyyy is the four digit year), U.S. Coast Guard Navigation
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Center (NAVCEN, https://www.navcen.uscg.gov/), and the broadcast ephemeris publish this type of
information about satellites of broadcast ephemerides, but there is at least one day latency for CODE,
and the maneuver detection algorithm of CODE is only suitable for processing in post mode [28,29].
Furthermore, the satellite state information of NAVCEN and the health flag for the broadcast ephemeris
decrease observation utilization of unhealthy satellites. This information does not distinguish between
satellite maneuvers and other anomalies as well. Furthermore, there are times when non-IGS analysis
centers are not allowed access to the website of NAVCEN, and the information about BDS has not
yet been published on similar websites in advance. In [30], the synchronized pseudo-range residuals
were used as criteria to define the unhealthy time period of satellite orbits in broadcast ephemerides.
Considering the innovative contributions of Tsai in [30], it is very necessary to consider it as the
traditional method [30,31]. However, the traditional detection algorithm is only valid for the regional
observation network. In this regional observation network, it is impossible to observe all satellites at
the same time, and it is impossible to observe the same satellite all day long. Therefore, the traditional
detection algorithm cannot detect unhealthy time periods all day long for satellite orbits. In addition,
theoretically, it is susceptible to satellite maneuvers and abnormal values when eliminating the clock
offset. Although the reliability of unhealthy time period detected by this method does not affect the
performance of the wide area augmentation system (WAAS), it cannot meet the requirements of POD.
In summary, the current state of satellite information cannot fully meet the requirements for rapid and
real-time geodetic applications. Therefore, it is important to provide a feasible approach to perform
reliably unhealthy orbit arc detection of broadcast ephemerides all day long in real-time during POD.

Based on the described limitations and requirements, in order to explore the possibility of
obtaining a reliable single-epoch solution for unhealthy time period detection of the satellite orbit in a
broadcast ephemeris during POD, we propose a three-step method using GPS observation data to detect
unhealthy time periods of satellite orbits. The three-step method is described in Section 2. Evaluations
of our new method against the traditional method are given in Sections 3 and 4. A conclusion is given
in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

To eliminate the first-order ionosphere delay, the ionospheric-free (IF) linear combination is
commonly used to express the GPS observation equation. In addition, to reduce the impact of
multipath and noise, the IF carrier-smoothed pseudo-range equation for a receiver with dual-frequency
signal capture is given as follows [32]:

Ps
r,IF(t) = ρ+ Tropr + εPs

r,IF
, σ2

Ps
r,IF

(1)

where t is the observation time of satellite orbit detection and Ps
r,IF is the IF carrier-smoothed

pseudo-range observation. Subscripts r and s represent the receiver and PRN of the satellite, respectively.
ρ is the geometric distance between the receiver and satellite phase center, including clock offset, Tropr

is the tropospheric delay, σ2
Ps

r,IF
(elevation-dependent) is the variance of P [33], and ε is the noise.

In this paper, the receiver position was known, and the tropospheric delay was corrected by the
model together with parameter estimation. Moreover, the satellite position and satellite clock offsets
were initialized by the broadcast ephemeris. Then, the equation obtained after linearizing Equation
(1) is

∆ρs
r,IF(t) = µs

r∆s + cdtr − cdts + ε∆ρs
r,IF

(2)

where ∆ρs
r,IF represents the pseudo-range residuals; µs

r is the unit line of sight vector from the receiver
to the satellite; ∆s are the ephemeris errors in radial dr, along-track da, and cross-track dc directions;
and dtr and dts are the receiver and satellite clock offsets with reference to the system time, respectively.
c is the speed of light in a vacuum.

https://www.navcen.uscg.gov/
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According to Equations (1) and (2), the pseudo-range residuals of different satellites are coupled by
the receiver clock offsets. However, these receiver clock offset offsets contribute little in determining the
unhealthy time period of the GPS satellite orbit. In this paper, these nuisance parameters were removed
with the first two steps in the three-step method. The following sections describe the three-step method
in detail.

2.1. The First Step: Calculating the Datum Clock Offset

Time is relative. Therefore, to eliminate receiver clock offsets, it was necessary to choose a datum
clock [29,30]. To provide a stable datum, we selected a reference station clock equipped with an atomic
clock. This reference station was called the datum station [34]. The datum clock offset was calculated
as follows.

According to the accuracies of the satellite position and clock offsets for broadcast ephemerides [35],
compared to the magnitude of satellite maneuvers and outliers, the accuracies of the satellite position
and clock offsets were sufficient to meet the requirements for detecting unhealthy time period of GPS
satellite orbit. For satellite abnormalities (e.g., orbit and clock offset outliers), we used the robust
method to overcome their influences in estimating the datum clock offset [36]. Equation (2) can be
rewritten as follows:

∆ρs
m,IF(t) = cdtm + ε, σ2

∆ρs
m,IF

(3)

where m stands for the receiver of the datum station, σ2
∆ρs

m,IF
= σ2

Ps
m,IF

= 1/cos2(zs
m), and z is the

zenith angle.
For all satellites observed by the datum station, the datum clock offsets can be estimated along

with their variances using the robust method. The calculation procedures are described as follows.

1. The median of ∆ρs
m,IF is calculated as:

med
∆ρm(t) = median

{
∆ρs

m,IF(t)
}
, (4)

where s = 1, 2, , . . . , N , N is the number of satellites observed at the datum station, and
the symbol median{.} indicates the median calculated for this sequence ∆ρs

m,IF(t).

2. The initial residuals vs are calculated as:

vs = ∆ρs
m,IF(t) −

med
∆ρm(t). (5)

3. The robust variance factor σ0 is calculated as [36]:

σ0 = median{|vs|}/0.6745. (6)

4. The robust weights P̃s are calculated as [36]:

P̃s =


0, |vs| > c0σ0
1

σ2
∆ρs

m,IF

, |vs| ≤ c0σ0 , (7)

where we selected c0 = 3 in this work.
5. Calculate the datum clock offset:

cdtm =
(∑s=N

s=1
(P̃s∆ρs

m,IF

)
)/

(∑s=N

s=1
P̃s

)
. (8)
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After the datum clock offset is calculated, the other reference receiver offsets can be calculated
using the second step.

2.2. The Second Step: Removing Receiver Clock Offsets of Other Reference Stations

Once the datum clock offset is calculated, the difference between the receiver clock offset of Rth

reference station and datum clock offset can be used to estimate the reference receiver offsets of other
reference stations. From Equation (2), we can have the following equation:

∆s
R,m(t) = ∆ρs

R,IF(t) − ∆ρs
m,IF(t)

=
(
µs

R∆s + cdtR − cdts + εR,PIF

)
−

(
µs

m∆s + cdtm − cdts + εm,PIF

)
=

(
µs

R − µ
s
m

)
∆s + ∆cdtR,m + εR,m, σ2

∆s
R,m

(9)

where ∆s
R,m is the difference value of the pseudo-range residuals between the datum receiver m and

receiver R of other reference station, and R = 1, 2, . . . J.
In this study, we divided the selected IGS global reference network into six smaller regional

networks; in addition to the datum station, we assumed that J is the number of reference stations
in each regional network, while the number of reference stations in each regional network can vary.
In fact, the requirement of real-time detection can be met, as long as we can ensure that the uptime of
the proposed method is less than one second. Therefore, considering the size of each regional network
and the quality of the broadcast ephemeris, Equation (9) can be rewritten as follows:

∆s
R,m(t) = ∆cdtR,m + εR,m (10)

σ2
∆s

R,m
= σ2

∆ρs
R,IF

+ σ2
∆ρs

m,IF
. (11)

Based on Equations (10) and (11), the calculation procedures of ∆cdtR,m are described as follows:
1. The median of ∆s

R,m is calculated as:

med
∆R,m(t) = median

{
∆s

R,m(t)
}
. (12)

2. The initial residuals vs
∆ are calculated as:

vs
∆ = ∆s

R,m(t) −
med

∆R,m(t). (13)

3. The robust variance factor σv∆0 is calculated as:

σv∆0 = median
{∣∣∣vs

∆

∣∣∣}/0.6745. (14)

4. The robust weights P̃s
∆ are calculated as:

P̃s
∆ =


0,

∣∣∣vs
∆

∣∣∣ > c0σv∆0
1

σ2
∆s

r,m

,
∣∣∣vs

∆

∣∣∣ ≤ c0σv∆0
. (15)

5. Calculate the reference receiver clock offset:

∆cdtR,m =
(∑s=N

s=1

(
P̃s

∆∆s
R,m

))
/
(∑s=N

s=1

(
P̃s

∆

))
. (16)

Because cdtm and ∆cdtR,m are known, the pseudo-range residuals of the Rth reference receiver can
be expressed using Equation (17), while Equation (9) can be expressed as Equation (18):

dρs
R,IF(t) = ∆ρs

R,IF(t) − cdtR = ∆ρs
R,IF(t) − ∆cdtR,m − cdtm = µs

R∆s− cdts + εR,PIF (17)
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d∆s
R,m(t) = ∆s

R,m(t) − ∆cdtR,m =
(
µs

R − µ
s
m

)
∆s + εR,m. (18)

6. Calculate dρs
R,IF(t) and d∆s

R,m(t) according to Equations (17) and (18).
After dρs

R,IF(t) and d∆s
R,m(t) are calculated, the reference receiver offsets are removed from them.

Then, the two threads can be used to detect unhealthy time periods of the satellite orbit in the third step.

2.3. The Third Step: Detecting Unhealthy GPS Satellite Orbit Arc in Broadcast Ephemeris

Both dρs
R,IF(t) and d∆s

R,m(t) contain the effects of the ephemeris error ∆s. Hence, they can
complement each other. For reliability, stability, and accuracy, two threads should be used during
detection of unhealthy time periods of the satellite orbit: One variable per thread. It is assumed that s1
is the PRN of the satellite to be detected.

2.3.1. Thread One

As s1 can be observed by some reference receivers in the regional network, the sequence dρs
R,IF(t)

will be the final pseudo-range residual, which eliminates the receiver clock offset. The median
med

∆ρs1(t) is
defined as the variable to be detected, and it is also defined as the synchronized pseudo-range residual.

med
∆ρs1(t) = median

{
dρs1

R,IF(t)
}

(19)

Once the object to be detected has been introduced, the strategy for detecting the unhealthy orbit arc is
as follows:

1. The median of dρs
R,IF is calculated as:

med
dρIF(t) = median

{
dρs=1...N

R=1...J,IF(t)
}
. (20)

2. The initial residuals (Vs
R and ∆Vs1) are calculated as: Vs

R = dρs=1...N
R=1...J,IF(t) −

med
dρIF(t)

∆Vs1 =
med

∆ρs1(t) −
med

dρIF(t)
. (21)

3. The initial robust variance factor σVs
R

is calculated as:

σVs
R
= median

{∣∣∣Vs
R

∣∣∣}/0.6745. (22)

4. The robust factors αVs
R

and their equivalent weights P̃Vs
R

are calculated as:

αVs
R
=

 0,
∣∣∣Vs

R

∣∣∣ > c0σVs
R

1,
∣∣∣Vs

R

∣∣∣ ≤ c0σVs
R

(23)

P̃Vs
R
= αVs

R

1
σ2

∆ρs
R,IF

. (24)

5. The robust variance factor σ med
∆ρs1(t)

is calculated as:

σ med
∆ρs1(t)

=
(∑s=N,R=J

s=1.R=1

(
Vs

RP̃Vs
R

Vs
R

))
/
(∑s=N,R=J

s=1.R=1

(
αVs

R

)
− 1

)
. (25)
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6. The detection conditions are provided as follows:

s1(t) =


Unusable ,

∣∣∣∆Vs1
∣∣∣ > c0σ med

∆ρs1(t)
(a)

Usable ,
∣∣∣∆Vs1

∣∣∣ ≤ c0σ med
∆ρs1(t)

(b)
. (26)

Based on the above steps, we can get the first judgment, and the second judgment will be
introduced in Thread two.

2.3.2. Thread Two

Because ∆s1 can reflect the offset between the predicted orbit and estimated orbit, and considering
the predicted orbit accuracy, we set the offset threshold Threshold1 to 10 m [35]. Alternatively, we can
calculate the offset threshold Threshold2 as shown in step 3 below. The calculation procedures are
described as follows:

1. Calculate ∆s1
(

dr da dc
)

according to Equation (18).

2. Calculate the three-dimensional error ds1
error.

ds1
error(t) =

√(
(dr)2 + (da)2 + (dc)2

)
(27)

3. If the consecutive number of calculated epochs in which the satellite orbit of the broadcast
ephemeris maintained health status exceeds 10, a sequence can be obtained from Equation (28).
The offset threshold Threshold2 can be calculated from Equation (29).

Ds1 =
(

ds1
error(t− 1) ds1

error(t− 2) . . . ds1
error(t− 10)

)
(28)

Threshold2 = c0
(
median

{
Ds1

}
/0.6745

)
(29)

4. The detection conditions are provided as follows:

s1(t) =
{

Unusable, ds1
error(t) > Threshold1 or ds1

error(t) > Threshold2 (a)
Usable, ds1

error(t) ≤ Threshold1 and ds1
error(t) ≤ Threshold2 (b)

(30)

We can get the second judgment based on Thread two. From now on, we use the above two
judgment conditions to make the following comprehensive judgment.

2.3.3. Comprehensive Evaluation

Based on the results of above two threads, we can summarize that:

1. If both Equations (26a) and (30a) are satisfied at the same time within k0 (in this draft, k0 = 5)
consecutive epochs, it can be assumed that there is an orbit leap in satellite s1 of broadcast
ephemeris at time t, and a separate sub-arc will be set up at the begin-time t of the unhealthy time
period when the broadcast ephemeris is used to create the a priori orbit during POD.

2. If either one of the Equations (26a) or (30a) is satisfied, it can be concluded that there is an orbital
anomaly in satellite s1 of broadcast ephemeris at time t, and the observation data will be deleted
at time t when the broadcast ephemeris is used to create a priori orbit during POD.

3. In all other cases, satellite s1 is usable at time t. When the satellite orbit of the broadcast ephemeris
stays leaped or has an anomalous status before the time t, if this condition is met in this time t,
then the unhealthy time period ends in this time t, and this time t is the unhealthy end-time.
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From the above comprehensive evaluation, the unhealthy time period of the satellite orbit of
the broadcast ephemeris can be obtained. Meanwhile, the unhealthy time period detection is also
implemented simultaneously in multiple regional networks with multi-threads; if a leap or anomaly
occurs in any satellite orbit in any regional networks, then this satellite orbit of broadcast ephemeris is
considered to have a leap or anomaly. Therefore, this method allows unhealthy time period detection
for a satellite all day long by comprehensive evaluation.

So far, the three-step method has been introduced, and in Sections 3 and 4, the proposed method
is validated and analyzed using actual datasets.

3. Preliminary Analysis Results

To evaluate the performance of the described three-step method, we processed observations
from 111 globally distributed stations shown in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1, the different colors
represent different regional networks and the five-pointed stars represent datum stations in each
regional network. Table 1 also shows the number of stations per regional network and the datum
station of each regional network. In fact, this number of stations per regional network can ensure
that the uptime of the proposed method is much less than one second. GPS data were obtained from
IGS CDDIS (crustal dynamics data information system). To have a comprehensive evaluation of the
proposed method’s performance, we used cross-validation; we compared results from the three-step
method with information in CODE’s satellite crux files, information from NAVCEN, and health flags
from the broadcast ephemerides. Additionally, the proposed method was also compared with the
traditional method. Considering the innovative contributions of Tsai in [30] and the convenience of
comparison, the pseudo-range residuals processing method that does not use robust method in the
three-step method was considered as the traditional method. In fact, the traditional method does not
have the processing function of multiple threads.
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Figure 1. Distribution of global stations used for unhealthy orbit arc detection.

Table 1. Number of stations in selected regional network and the name of the datum station used in
each regional network.

Regional Network Number of Stations Name of the Datum Station

1 19 GOL2
2 13 AREQ
3 17 WTZR
4 22 CEDU
5 18 DAEJ
6 22 HARB
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For the validation, we selected and analyzed two-day data when there was a possibility that
there could be an unhealthy time period of the satellite in the broadcast ephemeris: 25 August and
14 September 2017. The two-day data were separated for use in the case studies, and case 3 analyzed
the impact of the unhealthy time period information detected using the first two case studies on POD.
The details of the case studies are as follows.

Case 1: Satellite G09 (s = 9) testing on 25 August 2017 (the different colors mean the results from
the different regional networks, and colors are consistent with colors of regional networks in Figure 1).
Figures 2 and 3 show the proposed method’s synchronized pseudo-range residuals and 3D error,
respectively. Figure 4 shows the synchronized pseudo-range residuals using the traditional method.
Table 2 summarizes the G09 status collected from the four validations and traditional methods.
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Figure 3. 3D error for satellite G09 using the three-step method.
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Table 2. Validation results for satellite G09 of broadcast ephemeris for 25 August 2017.

PRN(G09): August 25, 2017 Unusable Start
Time (UTC)

Unusable Stop
Time (UTC)

Unhealthy Time
Period (UTC)

Three-step
Method

Thread one 09:59:42 14:00:42 09:59:42–14:00:42
(there is an orbit leap )Thread two 09:59:42 14:00:42

Comprehensive evaluation 09:59:42 14:00:42

CODE’s satellite crux files 09:59:28–(maneuver)

Information from NAVCEN 08:47:00 13:58:00 08:47:00–13:58:00

Health Flag from the Broadcast Ephemeris 09:59:26 15:57:02 09:59:26–15:57:02

Traditional Method 10:05:12 14:00:42 10:05:12–14:00:42
(there is an orbit leap )

As seen in Figures 2–4 and Table 2, the three-step method detected that the unhealthy time period
was 09:59:42–14:00:42 for G09 of the broadcast ephemeris, and there was an orbit leap from 09:59:42 to
14:00:42; the CODE’s satellite crux files showed that there was a maneuver for G09 at 09:59:28; the
information from NAVCEN displayed that the unhealthy time period was 08:47:00–13:58:00 for G09 of
the broadcast ephemeris; the health flag from the broadcast ephemeris showed that the unhealthy time
period was 09:59:26–15:57:02 for G09; besides, the traditional method detected that the unhealthy time
period was 10:05:12–14:00:42 for G09 of the broadcast ephemeris, and there was an orbit leap from
10:05:12 to 14:00:42. In the process of the traditional method, the detected results were affected by orbit
leap when removing the receiver clock offset. Therefore, compared to the begin time detected by the
three-step method, the begin time detected by the traditional method had about a 6-minute delay.

Case 2: Satellite G01 (s = 1) testing on 14 September 2017 (the different colors mean the results
from the different regional networks, and colors are consistent with colors of regional networks in
Figure 1). Figures 5 and 6 show the proposed method’s synchronized pseudo-range residuals and 3D
error, respectively. Figure 7 displays the synchronized pseudo-range residuals from the traditional
method and Figure 8 displays the available number of observations from G01. Table 3 summarizes the
G01 status based on the four validation and traditional methods.
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Table 3. Validation results for satellite G01 for 14 September 2017.

PRN(G01): September 14, 2017 Unusable Start
Time (UTC)

Unusable Stop
Time (UTC)

Unhealthy Time
Period (UTC)

Three-step
Method

Thread one 06:14:42 09:26:12
06:14:42–09:26:12Thread two

Comprehensive evaluation 06:14:42 09:26:12

CODE’s satellite crux files

Information from NAVCEN 00:21:00 09:26:00 00:21:00–09:26:00

Health Flag from the Broadcast Ephemeris * 07:59:10 09:58:38 07:59:10–09:58:38

Traditional Method 06:14:42 09:26:12 06:14:42–09:26:12
(there is an orbit leap )

*: At UTC 01:59:42–07:59:10, the ephemeris data of G01 is missing.

As seen in Figures 5–7 and Table 3, the CODE’s satellite crux files showed that there was
not a maneuver for G01 on 14 September 2017; the information from NAVCEN displayed that the
unhealthy time period was 00:21:00–09:26:00 for G01 of the broadcast ephemeris; the health flag
from the broadcast ephemeris showed that the unhealthy time period was 07:59:10–09:58:38 for G01;
furthermore, the three-step method and the traditional method detected that the unhealthy time
periods were 06:14:42–09:26:12 for G01 of the broadcast ephemeris. Except for the traditional method,
its results were affected by satellite clock offset, so this method misjudged that there was an orbit leap
from 06:14:42 to 09:26:12 for G01 of the broadcast ephemeris.

Case 3: Overall testing of the impact of the unhealthy time period information on POD. In this
case, we compared the computed orbit (termed the IGG/IGG01 orbit in this work) with the final orbit
provided by CODE (termed the COD orbit in this work), for two scenarios: 1) IGG solution: The
unhealthy time period information detected and used by the three-step method, 2) IGG01 solution:
The unhealthy time period information detected and used by the traditional method.

The observation data from the IGS network for 25 August and 14 September 2017 were processed.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of tracking stations used in this study. The key strategy for processing
computed orbits using observation and force models are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Observation and force models.

Items Description

Number of stations ~150
Processing mode Middle day of 3-day arc

Processing scheme Double-difference network processing (observable: phase
double differences, ionosphere-free linear combination)

Elevation mask 5◦; elevation-dependent weighting
Observation sampling period 30 s
Satellite/Receiver clock error Double-difference

Ionosphere Ionosphere-free linear combination

Tropospheric delay
GMF mapping function;

ZHD: GPT model, ZWD is estimated every 2 h based on the
piece-wise function [37,38]

A priori orbits Broadcast ephemeris
A priori coordinates Previous 3-day solution

Earth gravity EGM2008 12 × 12
Solar radiation ECOM 5-parameter model

Solid earth Tide and pole tide IERS Conventions IERS2010
Ocean tide FES2004

Nutation model IAU2000
Satellite/Station phase center Igs14.atx

N-body gravitation Sun, Moon, and other planets (DE405)
Relativity effect IERS Conventions IERS2010

Pseudo-stochastic pulses 12-h interval, at noon and at midnight of each calendar day
Satellite orbit leap Set up SAT. with SVN = SVN + 50 [29]

Case 3 was divided into the following two tests:

1. The POD test based on data for 25 August 2017. Computed orbits (IGG solution, IGG orbits)
were compared with the CODE orbits in the X, Y, and Z directions. The root mean square (RMS)
and standard deviation (STD) values corresponding to the difference are displayed in Figures 10
and 11, respectively. The orbit differences between IGG01 solution (IGG01 orbits) and COD are
shown in Figure 12. The statistical results for G09 are listed in Table 5.
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Table 5. Orbital differences statistical results for satellite G09.

G09
RMS (cm) STD (cm) Radial (cm)

dx dy dz dx dy dz RMS STD

IGG-COD 1.7 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.3 1.3 1.31 1.22
IGG01-COD 1534.0 2071.5 1639.7 1520.8 1953.0 1183.8 1487.31 1417.64

As seen in Figures 10–12 and Table 5, because the time of separate sub-arc of the IGG01 solution
in POD was later than that of the IGG solution, the consistency between IGG orbits and CODE orbits
was significantly improved compared to the consistency between IGG01 orbits and CODE orbits.

2. POD test based on data for 14 September 2017. The computed orbits (IGG) were compared with
the CODE orbits in the X, Y, and Z directions. The RMS and STD values for the difference between
orbits are shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively.
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4. Discussion

As seen in Figures 2–4 and Table 2, all four validations and traditional methods showed that
G09 was abnormal on 25 August 2017, suggesting that there was an orbit leap of satellite G09 in
the broadcast ephemeris on that date. Comparing each time period of the five verification methods,
the broadcast ephemeris and information from NAVCEN provided a greater time range than other
verification methods, which resulted in about a 2-hour reduction in observation utilization for G09.
Furthermore, the unhealthy start-time using the three-step method was similar to the time provided by
CODE’s satellite crux files, and the unhealthy end-time from the proposed method was closer to the
time provided by NAVCEN. Compared to the traditional method, the unhealthy start-time using the
three-step method was closer to that provided by CODE.

As seen in Figures 5–7 and Table 3, the results from the three-step method showed that G01 of
the broadcast ephemeris had an unhealthy time period. CODE’s satellite crux files showed that G01
was in a healthy state, while the information from NAVCEN and the traditional method showed
an unhealthy time period. The traditional method misjudged the orbit status of G01. In fact, there
was not an orbit leap of G01 on 14 September 2017. Furthermore, as seen in Figures 5 and 7, the
synchronized pseudo-range residuals of the traditional method were susceptible to abnormal values
when eliminating the clock offset, and this result was also consistent with the disadvantages of the
traditional method. From the broadcast ephemeris, the ephemeris data of G01 were missing at UTC
01:59:42–07:59:10. However, in normal circumstances, the ephemeris data of G01 should have been
updated at GPST 04:00:00 and 06:00:00. As seen in Figure 8, we know that the available number of
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observations from G01 was almost zero at GPST 00:20:30–06:14:30. Therefore, the signal transmission
status of G01 was abnormal at GPST 00:20:30–06:14:30.

Figures 10 and 11 reveal that using unhealthy time period information detected by the three-step
method resulted in RMS and STD values <2 cm for the difference between the computed orbit (IGG)
and the orbit from CODE in the X, Y, and Z directions. In contrast, as seen in Figure 12 and Table 5,
using the traditional method resulted in the RMS and STD values >10 m for the difference between the
computed orbit (IGG01) and orbit from CODE in the X, Y, and Z directions.

As shown in Figures 13 and 14, the orbit from satellite G01 on 14 September 2017 did not need to
be split into two arcs to determine the orbit. Besides, like other satellites, the accuracies between the
IGG and CODE orbital solutions were of the same order of magnitude. In contrast, the traditional
method misjudged the satellite orbit state of the broadcast ephemeris.

In general, the proposed method allowed a single-epoch solution, and it could detect the unhealthy
orbit arc of the broadcast ephemeris in each theoretical observation sampling. Furthermore, the run-time
of the proposed method was much less than one second in the detection of each sampling and the tests
could be considered as real-time simulations. Compared to the traditional method, unhealthy orbit
arc detection of the proposed method could be implemented simultaneously in multiple threads, and
the characteristic could be used to detect unhealthy orbit arcs of broadcast ephemerides all day long.
Since the robust method was added to the implementation of this proposed method, the three-step
method was rather robust when eliminating the clock offset and judging the unhealthy time period.
According to the unhealthy orbit information of the broadcast ephemeris detected by this proposed
method, it can meet the requirements of GPS satellite POD when the broadcasting ephemeris is used
as the initial orbit source. On the other hand, it can provide feasible information in the process of
generating ultra-rapid/real-time orbits rather than waiting for updates of CODE’s satellite crux files or
for accumulating delayed observation data.

As mentioned above, the tests are theoretical simulations in real-time. There are other problems in
processing real-time data streams, and the ability to provide stable reliable unhealthy orbit information
in real-time requires further testing. Furthermore, the three-step method will be further used to
analyze the ability to detect unhealthy orbit information of broadcast ephemerides of the BDS, Galileo,
GLONASS, and other navigation systems.

5. Conclusions

In view of the fact that the current level of unhealthy orbit information of broadcast ephemerides
cannot fully meet the requirements for rapid and real-time geodetic applications, especially when the
broadcast ephemeris is used to create an a priori orbit during POD, we proposed a three-step method.
Subsequently, the performance of the proposed three-step method was evaluated using the data from
the IGS network for G09 and G01 satellites. A cross-validation was performed to compare the results
from the three-step method and information provided by the CODE, NAVCEN, broadcast ephemeris,
and the traditional method. From the two aspects of theory and results of cross-validation, for the
proposed three-step method, we can conclude that:

1. It can provide a feasible approach to detect unhealthy time periods of satellite orbits of broadcast
ephemerides in real-time.

2. It allows unhealthy time period detection for a satellite orbit of a broadcast ephemeris all day
long by comprehensive evaluation.

3. Compared to the unhealthy orbit arc information of NAVCEN and the broadcast ephemeris,
the proposed method can increase observation utilization of an unhealthy satellite of about
several hours.

4. Compared to the traditional method, the proposed method helps to improve the reliability of
unhealthy orbit arc information. Firstly, the unhealthy start-time of the satellite orbit of the
broadcast ephemeris, using the three-step method, is closer to that provided by CODE. Secondly,
the traditional method can misjudge the orbit status of a satellite of the broadcast ephemeris. In
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contrast, the proposed three-step method can distinguish the orbit status of a satellite. Besides,
the traditional method is susceptible to abnormal values when eliminating the clock offset, and
this result is also consistent with the theory. Last but not least, in the POD application, using the
unhealthy time period detected by the three-step method shows an improvement in orbit accuracy.
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